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Too much time reviewing papers 
Legal issues reusing your own materials 
Limitation on the publishable content 
Evaluation pressure: publish or perish 
Review material is lost 





 ✦ 3 types of nodes    








 ✦ allows for structural graphs    









 ✦ allows for versioning    
 (via the version_of relation)       
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Nardine Osman, Jordi Sabater-Mir, Carles Sierra
1. Encouraging	  early	  sharing	  of	  good	  ideas	  only;	  and	  discouraging	  the	  sharing	  of	  noise	  
2. Encouraging	  collabora#on	  that	  contributes	  to	  quality;	  and	  discouraging	  it	  otherwise	  
3. Encouraging	  the	  focus	  on	  the	  quality	  of	  work	  as	  opposed	  to	  its	  quan#ty	  
4. Encouraging	  reuse;	  and	  discouraging	  self-­‐plagiarism	  and	  the	  repackaging	  of	  ideas	  
5. Ensuring	  that	  spliMng	  research	  work	  into	  mul#ple	  SKOs	  does	  not	  impact	  reputa#on	  	  
6. Encouraging	  new	  versions	  that	  add	  value	  to	  previous	  work;	  discourage	  it	  otherwise	  
7. Decreasing	  the	  review	  overload	  by	  encouraging	  “risk-­‐neutral”	  submission	  strategies	  
8. Encouraging	  wri#ng	  reviews	  
9. Encouraging	  good	  quality	  reviews
Goals
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n Result: Reputation of top researchers is not affected by the research quality of their 
collaborators.
Key: 
Top researchers collaborating with top researchers 
Top researchers collaborating with mediocre researchers 































Mediocre researchers collaborating with top researchers 
Mediocre researchers collaborating with mediocre researchers 
Mediocre researchers collaborating with poor researches





























n Result: Poor researchers are the ones most susceptible to the quality of research of 
their coauthors. Their reputation increases with the quality of research of their 
coauthors. !
Note: Collaboration that improves the quality of work is encouraged.
Key: 
Poor researchers collaborating with top researchers 
Poor researchers collaborating with mediocre researchers 





























n Result: Only top researchers are susceptible to the quality of the journal/conference 
that they submit to. Other cannot improve their reputation by going for better journals/
conferences.
Key: 
Researchers that go for top quality journals/conferences 
Researchers that go for mediocre journals/conferences 































Researchers with a high productivity level 
Researchers with an average productivity level 
Researchers with a low productivity
Result: The quantity of papers produced yearly does not affect the reputation of 
researchers, only the quality of those papers does. !!!
Note: Researchers are better off focusing on quality rather than quantity.
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 ✦ restructuring the content    
in a more modular form 
 ✦ allowing authors to    
update parts of their work 
 ✦ open and collective    
processes of authoring 
and editing 
 ✦ open and collective    




Workshop on Trust & Reputation  !
Coherence based reputation, C. Sierra !
Introduction                  J. Sabater !!!!!
Main Contribution      C. Sierra, N. Osman !!!!!








Would reviewers accept to have open reviews? 
Would publishers accept a LiquidPub model? 
Would authors accept early publishing? 




Thanks for your attention
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